Notations
In this section we recall the de ntion of self{similar sets and self{similar measures, and give some properties. A more detailed introduction and the proofs of the properties may be found in PZ] and in AP].
Let K R d be a xed compact set with K = int K. We are given a positive integer N 2 and a probability measure on Sim N 0; 1] N , where Sim is the space of all similarities of R d equipped with the usual topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. In this paper we assume the following. In the sequel we often make use of symbolic dynamics. Let = f1; : : : ; Ng N be the code space over the indices 1; : : : ; N, n = f1; : : : ; Ng n the space of all sequences of length n, and = S 1 n=0 n . For 2 n denote by j j = n the length of , and by jk the truncation of to the rst k entries, k n. For The random measure with ! = ! ?1 ! is called the random self{similar measure, and the random set with ! = ! ( ) the random self{similar set.
Assumption 1. (I)
We call a random subset ? a Markov stopping, if (I) for each 2 and each ! 2 there is a unique 2 ?(!) with , and
A simple example is the random set ? r = f 2 : r < r r jj j?1 g for r 2 (0; 1).
If ? is a Markov stopping then, by the open set conditon, fintK (!) : 2 ?(!)g is a family of mutually disjoint sets for almost all ! 2 . Let F ? be the sub{ { algebra of F generated by fS ; p : there is a 2 ? with g.
Further, let us introduce shift operators :
! by ( ) = and write T (!) = ! . Then S (T !) = S (!) and p (T !) = p (!). We will denote the objects generated by T with a superscript , e. g. S (!) = S (T !); ! = T ! , and so on.
The measures and and the set ful ll the following invariances (cf. AP, PZ] ; and are characterized by the properties of the theorem above and by the requirement E (R d ) = E ( ) = 1.
The Main Theorem
Now we are able to state the main theorem of this paper. The proof is analogous to one of Schief S] .
Theorem 3. Let the assumptions 1 be satis ed. Then there is a random open set U with U = int U, such that the following hold.
(i) S i (U i ) U for all i = 1; : : : ; N with probability one (where U i (!) = U(T i !)).
(ii) S i (U i ) \ S j (U j ) = ; for all i 6 = j with probability one.
(iii) \ U 6 = ; with probability one.
Proof. 1. Fix " > 0 and let K (") = On the other hand, since G (!) B(S (!)x 0 ; r (!)(R + ")), we have K (!) B(S (!)x 0 ; r (!)(3R + ")). By volume estimating therefore
That means the cardinality of I( )(!) is bounded above, independent of ! 2 and 2 . Let M = ess sup sup 2 #I( ). Since the cardinality is a discrete value, there is an 0 2 such that P(#I( 0 ) = M) > 0.
2. Take ! 2 and 2 such that #I( )(!) = M. Let 2 and! 2 T ?1 f!g. Then r (!) = r (!)r (!) = r (!)r (!) and K (!) = S (!)K (!). Hence, 2 I( )(!) for all 2 I( )(!). By maximality of I( )(!) this implies I( )(!) = I( )(!) and #I( )(!) = M. Since is countable and P a product measure we infer that P( ) = 1.
4. De ne
for ! 2 . It remains to show that the assertions hold.
U(!) for all i = 1; : : : ; N.
(ii) Assume there is an ! 2 and a pair i 6 = j with S i (U i (!)) \ S j (U j (!)) 6 = ;. By de nition of U there are ; 2 and = i (!) and = j (!) and y 2 S i (!) S i (K ("=2) ) \ S j (!) S Remark 1. In AP] we said that the strong open set condition is satis ed, if the assertions of the theorem above hold with a non{random set U. But many proofs remain valid replacing this non{random set by a random set. There are some di erences between the sets U and int K. While K is given a priori, the random set U depends (in general) on the whole {algebra F. A disadvantage is also the fact that there is no constant r 0 such that for almost each ! there is a ball with radius r 0 inside U(!).
3. An Application An application is the determination of the multifractal spectrum. Let us consider the sets a = fx 2 : lim r#0 log (B(x; r)) log r exists and equals ag of points with local dimension a. The multifractal spectrum is de ned by the Hausdor dimensions of these sets.
In AP] we de ned a function : R ! R by ] (1 ? z) n ; which implies the assertion.
The proof of the next theorem is, with little changes (replacing K by U if necessary), the same as in AP, 3.10] . Let min = inff : f( (q)) > 0g and max = supf (q) : f( (q)) > 0g.
Theorem 5. Let the assumptions 1 be satis ed. Then either case I or case II holds.
Case I: min = max = D. Then dim = dim D = D with probability one and a = ; for all a 6 = D with probability one.
Case II: min < max . Let a 2 R, then (i) if a < min or a > max then a = ; with probability one,
(ii) if min < a < max then dim a = f(a) with probability one, (iii) dim = f( (0)) with probability one.
Analogous results as in AP] hold for generalized dimensions (cf. AP, 4.11] ) and tangential distributions (cf. AP, 5.2] ).
